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Overview 

An executive bonus arrangement, also sometimes referred to as a “Section 162 Bonus Plan,” is a benefit 

arrangement in which an employer pays bonus compensation to selected executives in the form of premium 

payments on the executives’ personally owned life insurance policies.  It is most easily described as employer-

funded personal life insurance.  

Situations 

The executive bonus arrangement may be of particular interest to employers who desire to reward key 

executives with supplemental benefits without extending these additional benefits to all full-time employees 

as would be generally required under a qualified plan.  It also may be of interest to employers who have 

qualified plans in place, but feel they need another benefit with which they can reward certain key executives.  

Description & Operations 

 Documentation Required:  If there are no restrictions placed on the executive bonus arrangement, the only 

documentation needed is a corporate resolution adopted by the employer’s board of directors.  The 

resolution should establish the purpose for the bonus (for example, to help recruit, retain, and reward key 

executives).  While it is not required, it may nevertheless be advisable for an attorney to formally document 

an agreement in writing between the employer and the executive that clearly defines the terms of the 

bonus arrangement. 

 Executive Applies for Life Insurance:  Typically, the executive both applies for and owns the permanent 

life insurance policy.  As the owner of the policy, the executive has the right to name the beneficiaries of 

the policy’s death benefit.  However, the executive should not name the employer as beneficiary of the life 

insurance policy; otherwise the bonus would not be income tax deductible to the employer.
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 Premium Payments:  The employer may then either pay the premiums on the life insurance policy directly 

to the life insurance company or it may bonus the premiums to the executive, and the executive in turn 

writes the check to the insurance company.  Sometimes, the employer will agree to pay an additional 

bonus amount to help the executive pay the income taxes on the bonus.  This is referred to as a “double 

bonus.”  In later years, the cash value of the permanent life insurance policy can possibly be accessed via 

policy loans or withdrawals to pay the additional income tax on the bonus amount, or for other needs.  

Note that loans and withdrawals will decrease the cash surrender value and death benefit. 

Restricted Executive Bonus 

If the employer desires to control when distributions can be made to the executive, a special endorsement 

may be placed on the life insurance policy which would require the employer’s consent for the executive to: 

borrow cash values, surrender the policy, assign or pledge the policy as collateral for a loan, or change 

ownership of the policy.  This endorsement would not give the employer any rights in the life insurance policy, 

other than the limited ability to participate in decisions that would affect how the policy is used during the time 

specified by the restriction. The executive would still be able to change the beneficiary.  

The agreement between the parties would typically establish when the restrictions were scheduled to expire.  

Triggering events often include: the executive’s retirement or disability, the attainment of a designated age, 

or when the employer discretionarily releases the restriction.  

Once employment is terminated or once the restriction period otherwise expires, a written statement from the 

employer to the insurance company is required in order to remove the endorsement from the policy. 

Tax Ramifications 

Income Tax 

During life: The cash bonus or premiums paid by the employer will be reported as additional compensation 

on the executive’s W-2 in the year in which the bonus is received.  The compensation bonus is deductible by 

the employer in that same year, provided the executive’s total compensation is a reasonable amount.  Again, 

it is important to document the executive bonus arrangement via a corporate resolution in order to help 

establish the expense as a business expense of the company, thus helping preserve the tax deduction.  

At death: At the executive’s death, the life insurance death benefit proceeds are generally received by the 

executive’s designated beneficiaries free of federal income taxes.  

Estate Tax 

If estate taxes are a concern for the executive, he or she may wish to establish an irrevocable life insurance 

trust (ILIT) to own the life insurance policy.  However, if the policy is owned by an ILIT,  

gift tax issues will need to be addressed.  
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Cash Value and Premiums 
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Executive Bonus Arrangement After Retirement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Executive Bonus Arrangement At Death 
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